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Teledyne LeCroy Introduces Bluetooth Protocol Expert System to Speed IoT Development

Charlottesville, Virginia, USA, June 29, 2017 – Teledyne LeCroy, Inc. the worldwide leader in Bluetooth protocol analysis and testing services is pleased to introduce the Bluetooth Protocol Expert System software module, enabling accelerated development of Bluetooth devices and speeding development and troubleshooting of device interoperability in the Internet of Things (IoT). The Bluetooth Protocol Expert System software module presents errors, warnings, and violations impacting Bluetooth communications. Those violations are referenced directly back to the relevant sections of the Bluetooth specification, allowing quick identification, understanding and resolution of complex issues.

The proliferation of Bluetooth enabled devices in our interconnected world is staggering, yet promises dramatic improvements to information gathering, comfort or quality of life, productivity, and safety. To deliver those IoT promises, devices must work well together. Historically, when Bluetooth issues arose engineers developing, testing, and troubleshooting IoT devices captured a trace and used it to find errors. The trace, along with their knowledge of the specification, enabled them to seek out the errors and identify issues. Often they would refer directly back to the specification itself, verifying how the technology should be used. This process was slowed if the engineer was new to the technology.

Teledyne LeCroy, the leader in Bluetooth protocol analysis, just made testing IoT devices a whole lot easier. With the Bluetooth Protocol Expert System, the referencing is done for the engineer. This system not only identifies BR/EDR and LE errors, warnings, and violation, it goes one step further – it links those events in the trace directly back to the Bluetooth specification, alleviating the need to memorize the specification or search through it for explanations. As a result, issues can be resolved faster, even by people not familiar with the specification. The Bluetooth Protocol Expert System makes the Bluetooth novice an expert, and makes the expert's job easier.

The Bluetooth Protocol Expert System software module ships with an exciting “toolbox” of features including the ability to emulate an A2DP sink device and the ability to generate and inject low energy packets directly into in the 2.4 GHz spectrum. The A2DP sink functionality dramatically simplifies the troubleshooting of A2DP source devices by providing engineers fine grain control of an emulated A2DP sink device. The low energy jammer or packet generation functionality provides engineers the means to test devices in a “noisy” environment by generating packets or “noise”, forcing the device under test to accommodate and adjust as it would in the real world.

“We’re really excited about the Protocol Expert System” says David Bean, General Manager of Teledyne LeCroy’s Frontline product group. “Engineers using it to develop and troubleshoot their Bluetooth devices will enjoy significant time savings. Not only does it make their job easier, it gives them the tools they need to ensure interoperability and the best out-of-box experience possible.”
The Bluetooth Protocol Expert System software works in tandem with Frontline’s powerful protocol analyzer software. It is optimized to work with Frontline hardware including the Sodera Wideband Bluetooth Protocol Analyzer and the Sodera LE low energy Bluetooth Protocol Analyzer.
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**About Teledyne LeCroy**

Teledyne LeCroy is a leading manufacturer of advanced oscilloscopes, protocol analyzers, and other test instruments that verify performance, validate compliance, and debug complex electronic systems quickly and thoroughly. Since its founding in 1964, the Company has focused on incorporating powerful tools into innovative products that enhance "Time-to-Insight". Faster time to insight enables users to rapidly find and fix defects in complex electronic systems, dramatically improving time-to-market for a wide variety of applications and end markets. Teledyne LeCroy is based in Chestnut Ridge, N.Y. For more information, visit Teledyne LeCroy’s website at teledynelecroy.com.
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